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After Reading Julian of Norwich 

  Remember not to get too mystical now, 
my grandmother says, sinking the clean word of a knife 
through a pear. In her kitchen, windows the size of doors,  
light pours through relentless as water at the river— 
an endlessness that scared me as a girl, muscle of the world 
revealing itself between granite (a glimpse, a tear 
in the fabric). Cut, the pear falls open on the plate— 
what was whole, smooth-shaped, now reaches out 
arms of a star. Now leaf-colored skin, grit between 
my teeth. My grandmother says, don’t get too mystical. Now, 
I am holding the wrung-wet dishrag, soap-lace braceleting 
the bone of my wrist, I am wearing high-rise jeans. No mystic, 
I do know this: when the book of the world opens, it is not 
as we thought. In my grandmother’s hands, pears turn to stars.
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On Learning There Is a Word for It: 
     Matrescence 

Become mother, become room, become food, 
become miracle. The heart of each devours  

the other’s heart. Hurry—become faster. Barely 
made myself, I knew what they said meant  

my body was a door, made for someone else 
to come through. Become sacrament.  

The commandments I kept, the ones  
I couldn’t keep—all practice before 

this one. Become sacrosanct. In birth, the pain  
is not like other pain. In birth, the pain is purpose 

ful and anticipatory. Anticipate. Become vanishing  
act. Become numb, shaved, cut, split, crazy with pain— 

become bare beneath the wide washed 
lights of medicine and angels—become everything 

and so nothing, and no one, but a mother, 
a miracle room, a heart in someone else’s mouth. 
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The Decade 

Sound beneath sound. The great-grandmother writing  
the story of her life in the sewing room upstairs— 

through her closed door, the typewriter’s stuttering keys  
remind me of the rosary’s cacophony when, ten years old 

and joyful bad, I dropped it off the third-floor landing  
to see if a holy thing could break. It could. We found the beads 

for weeks. Resined pieces of domesticated rain glimmering  
from the dark thick fur of the bearskin rug, runaway pearls  

restrung in the gaps between floorboards. Out of order,  
each bead meant nothing—they were only prayer in relation  

to the others. Mary had seven joys and seven—on her hands 
and knees, the great-grandmother found the tiny cross beneath 
 
the piano—sorrows, she said, and now who can say which  
is which? I am made from the sound of that woman snapping 

thread between her teeth, scattered beads I couldn’t keep. 
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[the last time she stacked] 

linen on a wooden shelf. The last time she  
watched the teeth of winter pin the river there for dead. The last time  
she hurled herself into hay to find a golden spine hours later in her hair. The last  
time she left. The last time she went to market, went upstairs, went berrying to be alone.  
The last time she held a body that her body had made— 
           
           she thought, this is the last time.  
  
                  Afterwards, she could no longer grasp that way. Around her,  
    
         time changed, became church, river, linen, ladder, hay…
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[inside, she watches her hands]

make things. Wool spun between thumb & forefinger, wrapping 
         rosewood needles around unsaid words in air, knitting  

               around the prayer of her thought, over the calfskin waiting, scraped 
    free of its last remaining velvet trace, made plain, readied  
                                        for the tracks of God— 

                            inside my mind, I watch her  
           prepare her tools. She pulls thread through pale chalked dust,  
                                           then strings it taut above the parchment,  
                                                 snaps it down fast against the page, row by row, 
                           to leave lines behind—
          a new rule of life— 
     faint ladder rungs  

                   for her quill to descend— 
                      calamus mouth, stripped, new umbilicus, capillaried— 

                      & lined up along the sill of the hagioscope, ink brewed 
from oak gall the town’s children bring her. She crushes the gall 
                           to stir into recollected rain with a slant-mouthed spoon 
           & a handful of nails— 
                     which, 
               submerged, foam brightly with a dangerous-looking rust. 




